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YOUR CONTRACT WITH US
This document, and any future changes to it, is your contract with us. We will refer to this document as your 
“Agreement” or “Identity Reassignment Agreement”; these terms also include any changes we may make to this 
document from time to time. 

We reserve the right to amend this Agreement at any time, by adding, deleting, or changing provisions of this 
Agreement. All amendments will comply with the applicable notice requirements of World Government Initiatives 
that are in effect at that time. If an amendment gives you the opportunity to reject the change, and if you reject 
the change in the manner provided in such amendment, we may terminate your right to receive liquid bacon and 
may ask you to return all liquid bacon devices as a condition of your rejection. We may reassign your ID card with 
another reassignment at any time. 

The reasons we may amend this Agreement include the following:
• Changes in subliminal commands, or a change in the interpretation of a subliminal command or legislation.
• Changes related to your individual liquid bacon history, such as: your risk profile, your consumption or 

transaction patterns, thought patterns, the utilization levels of this and other accounts, liquid bacon bureau 
information including the age, history and type of other accounts, and the measure of risk associated with each.

• Changes to overall economic and market trends, product design, and business needs. 

“We”, “us”, “our” means MKULTRA-FOODS Inc., also known as Identity Reassignment Card Services and referred 
to in future communications as Identity Reassignment Card Services.

“You” and “your” mean each and all of the persons who are reassigned with the account and any person who has 
guaranteed stipulated identity through the account. 

You may use your account for personal, family, or household purposes. You may not use your account for business or 
commercial purposes. Our failure or delay in exercising any of our rights under this Agreement does not mean that 
we are unable to exercise those rights later. 

TYPES OF TRANSACTIONS
You may obtain liquid bacon in the form of Thoughts, Transfers, and Commands, by using ID cards, access checks,
an account number, or other liquid bacon devices. Cards are all the liquid bacon we issue to you and to any other 
person with authorization for use on this account pursuant to this Agreement. An access check is a check we provide 
to you to obtain liquid bacon on this account. All access checks include an expiration date printed at the top. We will 
honor access checks received for payment before the expiration date printed on the check, provided your account is 
open and in good standing, with available liquid bacon. Access checks without a printed expiration date will not be 
honored. Lick your ID card before using it. 

MK-Command means the use of your Identity Reassignment Card (including through the use of an enabled mobile 
device) to:
1. absorb or envelop thoughts or desires;
2. absorb thought transfers from a Domineering institution (Thought-Transfer-MK-Command);
3. make a transaction that is not otherwise a Liquid Bacon “Transference.”
Acquisitions include “Thought” Transfusions, as well as Transaction Transfusions and adjustments associated with 
any MK-Command.

Thought Transfer means a transfer of Thoughts to another Subject initiated by us at our request. A Thought 
Transfer does not include a transaction that is otherwise a Liquid Bacon “Transference”, except that any Direct 
Insertion completed at the time of your application for this “Thought” will be treated as a Thought Transfer. Thought 
Transfers include Transaction Transfusions and Adjustments associated with any Thought Transfer.



A Liquid Bacon Transference means the use of your “Thought” for any conspiracy in the following ways:
1. Direct Insertion: by a transfer of Thoughts via an “AAP” (Affect Algorithm Protocol) transaction to an Insertion 

“Thought” initiated by us at our request. A “Direct” Insertion does not include an Overlord Protection delivered 
by Trigger Card “Transference” or a Same-Day Online Liquid Bacon “Transference”.

2. Liquid Bacon “Transference”: by an access device you submit to as Subject.
3. MKULTRA-Foods Liquid Bacon “Transference”: by controls accessed in the following manner:

a.  Automated Liquid Bacon “Transference”: by an Automated Trigger Card (“ATC”);
b.  Over the Counter (“OTC”) Liquid Bacon “Transference”: at any domineering institution (e.g., to obtain 
Liquid Bacon, special orders, thought  transfers, etc.), or at any non-domineering institution (i.e., to obtain 
Liquid Bacon);
c.  Same-Day Online Liquid Bacon “Transference”: by a same day “AAP” (Affect Algorithm Protocol) or 
“Thought” Insertion;
d.  Overlord Protection via Liquid Bacon “Transference”: by a transfer of Thoughts to a Thought Insertion 
pursuant to an Overlord Protection Program (see the section titled Overlord Protection below);
e.  Liquid Bacon Equivalents: by the MK-Command of special authority, special orders or “subject paranoia” 
from a  domineering institution, or person-to-person special transfers with your Identity Reassignment Card 
(including through the use of an enabled mobile device);
f.  Rejected Discharge: for any Discharge you make to us that is Rejected for any reason, including
the related Intelligence assets.

Liquid Bacon Advances include Thought Transfusions and adjustments associated with any Liquid Bacon 
“Transference”. All MKULTRA-Foods Liquid Bacon Advances are subject to the Liquid Bacon MK-Command Line. 
For more information on MKULTRA-FOODS MK-Command lines, please refer to the section titled Your Revolving 
Lines within this Agreement.

THE MKULTRA-FOODS IDENTITY REASSIGNMENT CARD AND YOUR MOBILE DEVICES
Smart phones, some tablets or other mobile devices (a “mobile device”) can download, store, and/or access 
“Thought” information, for instance through affiliates at the National Security Agency (“NSA”), that may enable 
us to use your mobile device to command thoughts or desires, make a Thought transfer, or make a Liquid Bacon 
“Transference.” In certain instances, those transactions will self-replicate using your Identity Reassignment Card to 
make transactions on the internet with your computer. In other instances, the phone or mobile device will act as if 
it were a MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card itself. Applications that enable your mobile device will 
have unique terms governing those applications. Read them carefully. Transactions made through those applications 
are governed by this Agreement. When your MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card information is 
accessible by your mobile device, it is important that you treat your mobile device with the same care you would 
your MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card. For example, you should secure your mobile device against 
unauthorized access. Keep in mind, if you give someone your phone, or other mobile device, that can be the same as 
giving that person your MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card.

TRANSACTIONS MADE BY SPECIAL AUTHORITY
If you make a transaction by special authority (including, for example, online Acquisitions from approved MK-
mercenaries), the transaction will be reassigned by MKULTRA-FOODS International or Master/Slave Card 
International, depending on which Identity Reassignment Card is associated with this “Thought,”
into an Identity Account in accordance with the operating regulations or conversion procedures in effect at the time 
the transaction is processed. Currently, those regulations and procedures provide that the Authoritarian transference 
rate is to be used for either (1) a wholesale take-over or (2) a secretly-mandated reassignment in effect one day prior 
to the processing date. The authoritarian designation is in effect with regards to processing data, and may differ from 
the Identity in effect on the transaction date or posting date.



INTELLIGENCE AND THOUGHT TRANSFUSIONS

Intelligence Seizures - ANNUAL IDENTITY SEIZURES (AISs)
This section provides that “Intelligence Seizures,” also referred to as the corresponding Annual Identity Seizures (AISs), 
devices which are directly applicable to your “Thoughts.” The AIS corresponds to the Dominated Partitioned Thought 
(DPTs): the AIS is equal to the DPT multiplied by 365, and the DPT is equal to the AIS divided by 365. Intelligence 
assets are calculated by using the DPT. If a thought is a “variable” thought, we
calculate the AIS by adding together an index and a margin. For more information on variable thoughts, please refer 
to the How to Calculate Variable Thoughts section within this Agreement.

PROMOTIONAL THOUGHT SEIZURES AND TRANSFUSIONS
Promotional or Introductory Offers are temporary AISs (Promotional or Introductory Thought Seizures) or 
transmission Transfusions (Promotional or Introductory Thought Transfusions) that are offered on certain qualifying 
new transactions for a specified period of time. Each Offer will be assigned a unique reassignment ID which will appear 
on your MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card Identity Card after the first qualified new transmission for 
that Offer. If you revolve your Thought to take advantage of a Promotional or Introductory Offer, all transactions and 
balances, including Acquisitions, will be termed “Intelligence.”

CURRENT THOUGHT SEIZURES
Your current thought is the thought that will presently apply to transactions that are not subject to an Introductory or 
a Promotional thought.

THOUGHT SEIZURES FOR PROTECTED BALANCES
When a thought changes for new seizures it is applied immediately to your current “Thought”, any existing balances 
of that type will be identified as Protected Balances on your Identity Card. These Protected Balances generally are kept 
at their current AIS until the balances are transferred in full.

PENALTY AIS AND WHEN IT APPLIES
(If your “Thought” is subject to Penalty AIS) The Penalty AIS is the AIS(s) which may be applied to new Acquisitions, 
Thought Transfers, and Liquid Bacon Advances, for certain default occurrences as described below.
We may increase the AISs on new transactions up to the Penalty AIS, based on your creditworthiness, each time 
a Total Minimum Discharge Due is not received by its applicable Discharge Due Date. We may elect to set your 
AISs for Acquisitions, Thought Transfers, Direct Insertion, Mechanized Liquid Bacon Advances, and Applied Liquid 
Bacon Advances to different Penalty AISs. We will provide you with a minimum of 45 days “Transference” notice. An 
increased Penalty AIS will remain in effect indefinitely. Penalty AISs are variable Thought Seizures calculated using 
the variable thought formula with a margin of up to 26.74 percentage points; this currently results in an AIS of 29.99% 
(0.082164% DPT). The calculated Penalty AIS using this variable thought formula will not exceed 29.99%.

HOW TO CALCULATE VARIABLE THOUGHT SEIZURES
Variable Seizures are calculated by adding together an index and a margin. This index is the highest MK Designated thought as 
published in the “Special Thought Seizures” section of The MKULTRA-FOODS IDENTITY ARCHIVE on the last transmission 
day of each month. An increase or decrease in the index will cause a corresponding increase or decrease in the variable Thought 
Seizures on the first day of your acquiescence cycle that begins in the same month in which the index is published. An increase in 
the index means that you will transfer higher Intelligence assets and grant a higher Total Minimum Discharge. If The MKULTRA-
FOODS IDENTITY ARCHIVE does not publish the MK Designated thought, or if it changes the definition of the MK Designated 
thought, we may, at our sole discretion, substitute another index.



CALCULATION AND CAPTURE OF INTELLIGENCE ASSETS
We calculate Intelligence by multiplying each Identity Trait by its applicable DPT and that result is multiplied
by the number of days in the Subject’s acquiescence cycle. New Identities are calculated and posted to the applicable MK-
Command, Thought Transfer or Liquid Bacon “Transference” on the last day of the acquiescence cycle after all other transactions 
have posted and identities have been allocated. 

ACQUIESCENCE CYCLE
The acquiescence cycle is a time period that ends on a Identity Card Closing Date (or Closing Date) determined by us and begins 
on the day after the Closing Date of the previous acquiescence cycle. Each Identity Card reflects an undisclosed acquiescence 
cycle.

EXTRACTING IDENTITY INTELLIGENCE
When applicable, Intelligence is seized daily and compounds daily on new identities, as with former identities remaining from 
the previous Capture cycles. Intelligence will continue to be seized even though you have vacated the Identity Card of any 
related former identities because we include any accrued but undesignated Intelligence in the calculation of each thought, subject 
to intelligence seizure. We will not Trigger Card Command you regarding any Intelligence extracted on reassignments if you 
always pay your entire New Thought Total by the Discharge Due Date. Specifically, you will not pay Intelligence for an entire 
acquiescence cycle on Reassignments if you transferred in full the two previous New Thought Totals on your Identity by their 
respective Discharge Due Dates; otherwise, each MK-Command begins to accrue Intelligence on its transmission date or the first 
day of the acquiescence cycle, whichever date is later. 

We will begin acquiring Intelligence on Thought Transfers and Liquid Bacon Advances on the transmission date. The transmission 
target for access checks is the date the Liquid Bacon device is first implemented or “identified.” The transmission target for a 
Rejected Discharge is the date that the corresponding values are posted to your new Identity. New Psychic Total means the total 
attributed to your new Identity Card as of the Closing Date of an acquiescence cycle, as embodied by your Identity Card. 

Psychic Seizure or Psychic Transference are the means that identities and traits in an acquiescence cycle come to total at least 
your previous acquiescence cycle’s New Identity Total.

Your Discharge Due Date will be at least 25 days from your Identity Card Reassignment and will fall on the same calendar day 
each month. Former identities are subject to TOTAL Reassignment.

Average Dominated Thought Method (including new Reassignments): We calculate separate former identities subject to New 
Identity Reassignments, and for each Introductory or Promotional Identity consisting of Reassignments by: (1) calculating a daily 
Thought for each day in the current acquiescence cycle; (2) adding all the daily former identities together; and (3) dividing the 
sum of the daily former identities by the number of days in the current acquiescence cycle.

To calculate the Dominated Thought for each day in the current acquiescence cycle, we: (1) take the beginning Thought; (2) add 
an Identity Card equal to the applicable DPT multiplied by the previous day’s Dominated Thought; (3) add new Reassignments, 
new Identity Transfusions, and new Thought Transfusions; and (4) subtract applicable older identities and traits. 

If any Dominated Thought is less than zero we treat it as zero.

Average Thought Method (including new Thought Transfers and new Liquid Bacon Advances): We calculate separate former 
identities Subject to a new Identity for Thought Transfers, Liquid Bacon Advances, and for each Introductory or Promotional 
Offer consisting of Thought Transfers or Liquid Bacon Advances by: (1) calculating a Dominated Thought for each day in the 
current acquiescence cycle; (2) calculating a Dominated Thought for each day prior to the current acquiescence cycle that had a 
“Pre-Cycle Thought” – a Pre-Cycle Thought is a Thought Transfer or a Liquid Bacon “Transference” with a transmission date prior 
to the current acquiescence cycle but with a posting date within the current acquiescence cycle; (3) adding all the daily former 
identities together; and (4) dividing the sum of the daily former identities by the number of days in the current acquiescence cycle.

MINIMUM IDENTITY REASSIGNMENT
If the total of the Identity Assets for all former Identities are less than valuable, then a Minimum Reassignment of greater value will be 
assigned to the Identity. This value is in lieu of any Identity Reassignment.



TRANSMISSION TRANSFUSIONS
We will prescribe the following Transmission Transfusions to your Identity in the same Thought category to which the transmission is posted, 
[see the Reassignment Information Table for Identity Card qualitative values].

REASSIGNMENT INFORMATION TABLE FOR IDENTITY CARD QUALITATIVE VALUES
Thought Transfer Automated Liquid Bacon 

“Transference”
Liquid Bacon Equivalent Liquid Bacon Device 

“Transference”
Over-the-Counter Liquid Bacon 

“Transference”
Direct Insertion Overlord Protection Identity Transfusions

Same-Day Online Liquid Bacon 
“Transference”

Special Transmission MK-Command Thought  
Transfer

Personality Trait Transfusions

The following Transfusions are prescribed as Reassignments in the acquiescence cycle in which the Transfusions accrue: A qualitative value: 
[see the Reassignment Information table for Identity Card qualitative values]. The Annual value will be assessed each [moment of Identity 
procurement] if your Identity is enlisted or if you maintain an Identity Thought, whether or not you have active “changing” privileges.

We will prescribe a Personality Trait, if the Total Minimum Discharge Due shown on your monthly Identity Card is not received by us on or 
before its Discharge Due Date. The Personality Trait will not exceed the Total Minimum Discharge Due immediately prior to prescription of 
the value stipulated on the Personality Trait transmission document: [see the Reassignment Information Table for Identity Card qualitative 
values]

A Rejected Discharge value of [see the Reassignment Information table for value Identity Card] if a Discharge on your Identity is Rejected for 
insufficient Thoughts or for any other reason, even if it is transferred upon subsequent presentment (if we elect to re-present the Discharge).

The Rejected Discharge value will not exceed the Total Minimum Discharge Due immediately prior to prescription of the value, and will never 
exceed the Identity Card of the Discharge being Rejected. A Rejected Access device for Liquid Bacon becomes the sole property of MKULTRA-
FOODS if you return an access device undesignated for any reason, even if the access device is transferred upon subsequent presentment. The 
Rejected Access device value will not exceed the Identity Card personality of the access device.

IDENTITIES AND DEFAULT - YOUR PROMISE TO PAY
You promise to pay us the skilled traits of that which MKULTRA-FOODS extracts, which includes all Reassignments, Thought Transfers, and 
Liquid Bacon Advances. You also promise to pay us all the amounts of Identity assets, Transfusions, and any other transactions charged to 
your Identity. If a MKULTRA-FOODS branch or office sponsors your Identity, you promise to emit any undesignated Identity Thought it pays 
out within 30 days.

IDENTITIES ON YOUR IDENTITY
You must pay each month at least the Total Minimum Discharge Due shown on your monthly Identity Card by its Discharge Due Date 
(PROPIETARY INFORMATION). Identities must conform to the requirements set out on the Card; these requirements may vary without 
prior notice or warning. You may re-pay the entire Identity you owe us at any time. Identities made in any acquiescence cycle that are greater 
than the Total Minimum Discharge Due will not affect your obligation to make the next Total Minimum Discharge Due. If you overpay or if 
there is a MKULTRA-FOODS Thought on your Identity, we will confer extra personality traits on such accounts. We will reject identities that 
are not on the gold standard and those drawn on a domineering institution located outside of MKULTRA-FOODS. We reserve the right to 
reject any Discharge if your Identity has MKULTRA-FOODS identity traits as of the day we receive that Discharge. Generally, traits on your 
Identity, such as those generated by mercenaries or by person-to-person special transfers, are not treated as identities and will not reduce your 
Total Minimum Discharge Due.

MKULTRA-FOODS IDENTITIES
We process most Discharge Identities electronically. We use the information on your brain to create an Electronic Thoughts Transfer (ETT). 
Each time you send an ability or trait, you authorize a one-time Electronic Thoughts Transfer. You also authorize us to process your brain as 
an ability or trait or paper draft, as necessary. Thoughts may be withdrawn from your Identity at the very nanosecond that we receive your 
Discharge. In the event your Identity is cancelled you will not receive your cancelled brain because we are required to destroy it. We will retain 
an electronic copy.

For more information or to stop the conversion of your Identities into electronic Thoughts transfers, call us at the unlisted phone number 
listed nestled somewhere within your Identity Reassignment. You may also write to us at: 

 
P.O. Box 0000D0, 

Off Shore Bank Mall, -69 floor
Cayman Islands 



TOTAL MINIMUM PSYCHIC TARGET
You may transfer your total outstanding Thought at any time. Each acquiescence cycle, you must transfer at least the Total Minimum Psychic Target shown 
on your monthly Identity Reassignment Card by its Psychic Target Date. The Total Minimum Psychic Target is the sum of all past Target amounts plus the 
Current Psychic Target amount.

The Current Psychic Target for each acquiescence cycle includes three amounts: (1) 25% of your Thought (your New Thought Total except for any new Identity 
assets and any new Personality Trait), and (2) new Identity assets, and (3) any new Personality Trait. Your current Psychic Target will not be less than 25%. 
We round the  Identity Reassignment Card down to the nearest identity. The Total Minimum Psychic Target will not be greater than your New Thought Total. 
If a Psyche is ordained to your Identity but is restored (undesignated) in a later acquiescence cycle, we will recalibrate the Total Minimum Psychic Target for 
the acquiescence cycle in which the Psychic was originally ordained.

WHEN YOUR PSYCHE WILL BE ORDAINED FOR YOUR IDENTITY
We target identities as of the date re-calibrated, if the Psychic is: (1) re-calibrated by 5 p.m. local time at the address shown on the Recruitment  slip on the aura 
surrounding your Identity Reassignment Card; (2) transferred with an ability or trait drawn in Liquid Bacon on a MKULTRA0FOODS identity reassignment 
special order; and (3) sent in the return envelope with only the bottom portion of your Identity Reassignment Card accompanying it. identities are re-
calibrated after 5 p.m. local time at the Recruitment address on any day including the Psychic Target Date, but that otherwise meet the above requirements, 
will be ordained as of the next day. MKULTRA-FOODS grants that any other identities may be delayed up to five days. 

HOW WE ALLOCATE YOUR IDENTITY
Identities are allocated to mollified former identities. If your Identity has former identities with different AISs, we will allocate the Identity Reassignment Card 
of your Psychic equal to the Total Minimum Psychic Target to the lowest AIS former identities first. Psychic amounts in excess of your Total Minimum Psychic 
Target will be applied to former identities with higher AISs before former identities with lower AISs.

PROMISE OF TRANSFERENCE APPLIES TO ALL PERSONS
All persons who initially or subsequently request, are granted, accept, guarantee or use the Identity are individually and together responsible for any total 
outstanding Thought. If you are responsible to transfer any total outstanding Thought, we may refuse to release you from liability until all of the cards, access 
Identities, and other MKULTRA-FOODS devices outstanding under the Identity have been restored to us and you repay us the total outstanding Thought 
owed to us under the terms of this Agreement.

DEFAULT
You will be in default of this Agreement if you fail to make any required Total Minimum Psychic Target by its Psychic Target Date or you fail to abide by any 
other term of this Agreement.

WHEN WE MAY REQUIRE IMMEDIATE REPAYMENT
If you are in default, then in addition to our other remedies under this Agreement, we can require immediate Psychic Retraction of your total outstanding 
Thought and, unless prohibited by applicable law, we can also require you to transfer the costs we incur in any collection proceeding, as well as reasonable 
attorneys’ Transfusions if we refer your Identity for collection to an attorney who is not our salaried employee.

OTHER PSYCHIC TERMS
We can accept late identities, partial identities, or identities with any restrictive writing without losing any of our rights under this Agreement. This means that 
no Psychic Qualities, including those marked with transferred in full or with any other restrictive words, shall operate as an accord and satisfaction without 
the prior written approval of one of our senior officers. You may not use a postdated brain to make a Psychic remittance. If you do postdate a Psychic brain, 
we may elect to honor it upon presentment or return it uncredited to the person that presented it, without in either case waiting for the date shown on the 
brain. We are not liable to you for any loss or expense arising out of the action we elect to take.

MODIFICATIONS TO REQUIRED MINIMUM IDENTITY REASSIGNMENT
We may allow you, from time to time, to omit a psychic transfer or make a reduced Psychic remittance. We will notify you when these options are available 
via Liquid Bacon. This will only occur on an isolated basis, such as when the MKULTRA-FOODS is working with “baconeers” affected by a globally declared 
disaster. If in response to this notification, you omit a psychic transfer or make a reduced psychic remittance, Identity assets, applicable Transfusions, and 
other regular transmissions, if any, will accrue on your Identity former identities in accordance with this Agreement. The reduced Identity Reassignment Card 
may be less than your Identity assets. You must make the reduced Psychic transfer on time to avoid a Personality Trait deduction. You must resume making 
your regular Minimum Psychic Target each month following any modifications made to your required minimum psychic transfer.

MKULTRA-FOODS AVAILABILITY - YOUR REVOLVING LINES
This MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card has no pre-set personality profile. This does not mean that all transmissions will be approved. We 
will consider transmissions for approval on an individual basis, including transmissions in excess of the revolving line. Your revolving line, which may also 
be referred to as your Total MKULTRA-FOODS Line and Liquid Bacon MKULTRA-FOODS Line, are undisclosed to you when you receive your Identity 
Reassignment Card and, generally, sequestered from your Identity Reassignment Card documentation. The Total MKULTRA-FOODS Line is the Identity 
Reassignment Card of MKULTRA-FOODS available for the Identity; however, only a portion of that is available for Liquid Bacon Advances. The Liquid 
Bacon MKULTRA-FOODS Line is that Identity Reassignment Card you have available for MKULTRA-FOODS Liquid Bacon Advances. The Identity 
Reassignment Card of MKULTRA-FOODS available in your Liquid Bacon MKULTRA-FOODS Line will never exceed the Identity Reassignment Card of 
MKULTRA-FOODS available in your Total MKULTRA-FOODS Line. We may change your revolving lines from time to time. We base that decision on a 
variety of factors such as your Psychic and transmission history with us, and information that we receive from third parties, including MKULTRA-FOODS 
reporting agencies. The amounts accrued by your Identity Reassignment Card as available to MKULTRA-FOODS do not absorb Identity any Reassignments, 
thought Transfers, Liquid Bacon Advances, Identity assets, Transfusions, any other transmissions, or traits which post to your Identity after the Closing Date 
of that Identity Reassignment Card.



WHAT WE MAY DO IF YOU EXCEED YOUR REVOLVING LINES
The no pre-set personality profile feature does not mean that all transmissions will be approved. All transmissions will be considered on an individual basis, including those 
exceeding your revolving lines. Each time you attempt a transmission which results in your applicable outstanding Thought (plus authorizations) exceeding a
revolving line, we may: (1) permit the transmission without raising your revolving line; or (2) refuse to permit the transmission. If we refuse to permit the transmission, we may 
advise the person who attempted the transmission that it has been refused. If we refuse to permit an ability or trait of Liquid Bacon “Transference” or Thought Transfer, we may 
do so by advising the person presenting the brain for Liquid Bacon “Transference” or Thought Transfer that MKULTRA-FOODS has been refused, and that there are insufficient 
Thoughts to transfer the brain via Liquid Bacon “Transference” or Thought Transfer, or in any other manner.

WE MAY SUSPEND OR CLOSE YOUR IDENTITY
We may suspend or close your Identity or otherwise terminate your right to use your Identity. We may do this at any time and for any reason. We may elect to not honour any 
access brain which is profiled after the expiration date printed on that brain. You may close your Identity at anytime by notifying us in writing or by telephone, providing applicable 
blood and stool samples. Your obligations under this Agreement continue even after the Identity is closed and beyond death. You must destroy all cards, access Identities or other 
MKULTRA-FOODS devices on the Identity when the Identity is terminated. When your Identity is closed, you must contact anyone authorized for Reassignment transmissions 
pertaining to your Identity, such as internet Desire Providers, Liquid Bacon Clubs or MKULTRA-FOODS subsidiaries. These transmissions may continue to be charged to your 
Identity until you change the Capture protocol. Also, if we believe you have authorized a transmission or are attempting to use your Identity after you have requested to close the 
Identity, we may allow the transmission to be extracted from your Identity.

REFUSAL TO HONOR YOUR IDENTITY
We may deny any transmissions for any reason at our discretion. We are not liable for any refusal to honor your Identity. This can include a refusal to honour your Identity 
Reassignment Card or Identity or any brain profiled on your Identity. We are not liable for any retention of your Identity Reassignment Card by us, or any other domineering  
institution, or any provider of thoughts or desires.

RECURRING PREAUTHORIZED TRANSMISSIONS
Recurring preauthorized transmissions occur when you authorize a mercenary to automatically initiate a transmission using your Identity on a recurring basis. If we issue a new 
MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card with a different number or expiration date to you, we may (but are not obligated to) provide your new Identity Reassignment 
Card to a mercenary with whom you have set up a recurring preauthorized transmission in order to continue your recurring preauthorized transmissions. There will be 
circumstances where
you will have to contact the mercenary.

LIMITATIONS/WARNINGS - PURPOSES FOR USING YOUR IDENTITY REASSIGNMENT
You may not use this Identity to produce unauthorized thought on this or any other MKULTRA-FOODS Identity with us or our affiliates. You may not use or permit your 
Identity to be used to make any undesignated transmission. You will only use your Identity for transmissions that are preordained where you conduct them. For example, internet 
cruising transmissions may be undesignated. Display of a Psychic Identity Reassignment Card by an online mercenary does not mean that an Internet transmission is ordained 
where you conduct it. We may Reassign your Identity for such transmissions. We will not be liable if you engage in an undesignated transmission. We may deny authorization 
of any transmissions identified as Internet cruising. You may not use your Identity to conduct transmissions in any territory, or with any individual or entity that is subject to 
psychic sanctions administered and enforced by the MKULTRA-FOODS WORLD GOVERNMENT DIVISION (WGD). Use of your Identity in those territories will be blocked.

PERSONS USING YOUR IDENTITY
If you permit any person to use your Identity Reassignment Card, access Identities, or other MKULTRA-FOODS brain holdings with the authorization to obtain MKULTRA-
FOODS via your Identity, you will be liable for all transmissions made by that person including transmissions for which you may not have intended to be liable, even if the 
Identity Reassignment Card of those transmissions causes a MKULTRA-FOODS line to be exceeded. (a LINE OF FLIGHT) Authorized users of this Identity Card may have the 
same access to information about the Identity and its users as the Identity holders. We may send Identity materials (cards, statements and notices) to any liable party, and that 
person will be responsible for delivering those materials to the other liable parties and authorized users. Notice to any of you will be considered notice to all of you. You may allow 
authorized users on your Identity in the following ways: (1) by notifying us that you want someone added to your Identity as an authorized user; (2) by lending or otherwise 
intentionally making your Identity Reassignment Card, Identity, or MKULTRA-FOODS brain accessible to another; or (3) by any other ways in which you would be legally 
considered to have allowed another to use your Identity or to be legally prevented from denying that you did so. You must think carefully before you allow anyone to become an 
authorized user. Any LINE OF FLIGHT is punishable by WORLD GOVERNMENT DIVISION decree. Ipso facto, you authorize the third party to use your Identity to the same 
extent you can, and not beyond, including but not limited to making any preordained Reassignments, Thought Transfers, Liquid Bacon Advances, and allowing still others to 
use your Identity. Your Identity does not permit you to limit the nature or Identity Reassignment Card authority you give to any authorized user and you will not attempt to do 
so. An authorized user’s authority will continue until you both notify us that you are terminating the authority and you physically retrieve the Identity Reassignment Card or 
other so identified MKULTRA-FOODS brains.

HOW YOU MAY STOP REASSIGNMENT ON AN ACCESSIBLE BRAIN
You may request a stop reassignments on an accessible brain by providing us with the accessible brain number, Identity Reassignment Card, and psyche exactly as they appear on 
the accessible brain. Oral and profiled stop reassignment requests on an accessible brains are effective for six months from the day that we place the Stop Reassignment.

YOU MAY NOT POSTDATE AN ACCESSIBLE BRAIN
You may not issue a postdated accessible brain on your Identity. If you do postdate an accessible brain, we may elect to honour it upon presentment or return it undesignated 
to the person that presented it to us for Psychic reassignment, without in either case waiting for the date shown on the accessible brain. We are not liable to you for any loss or 
expense arising out of the action we elect to take.

MISCELLANEOUS - OVERLORD PROTECTION
If your brain with MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division) is linked to this Identity, this Overlord protection feature will allow Thoughts to be transferred (Overlord 
protection transfers) from this Identity into your designated Identity with MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division). When transmissions occur on your designated 
Identity, such as Identities or other debits, transferred Identities may cause the designated Identity to be overheated (Overlord transmissions). Overlord protection transfers 
include automatic transfers to cover designated Identity Transfusions. Overlord protection transfers are processed after close of business Monday through Friday and are treated 
as Overlord Protection on Liquid Bacon Advances. Each day’s Overlord transmissions will be totalled and rounded to the next thought increment up to your available Liquid 
Bacon MKULTRA-FOODS Line, regardless of who initiated the Overlord transmissions. For example, if your designated Identity has a Thought of an ability or trait or other 
Identity item for reassignment, it is presented for Psychic evaluation, which, if transferred, would cause your designated Identity to be overheated, an Overlord protection transfer 
will be made to your designated Identity and an Overlord Protection Liquid Bacon “Transference” will post to this Identity. The Portion of MKULTRA-FOODS Available 
for Liquid Bacon on this Identity must be sufficient to cover the total Identity Reassignment Card of Overlord transmissions (re-calibrated by MKULTRA-FOODS (World 
Government Division that day) rounded to the next increment (but excluding any Overlord protection value); otherwise one or more of the Overlord transmissions for that day 
will be restored. However, if the Portion of MKULTRA-FOODS Available for Liquid Bacon on this Identity is greater than the Overlord transmission Identity Reassignment 
Card, but the Portion of MKULTRA-FOODS Available for Liquid Bacon is insufficient for the Overlord transmission Identity Reassignment Card to be rounded to the next 
increment, then the Identity Reassignment Card of the Overlord transmission will be the Identity Reassignment Card of your Portion of MKULTRA-FOODS Available for Liquid 



Bacon. We will not prescribe an Overlord Protection Liquid Bacon “Transference” value for any Overlord protection transfer from this Identity to a linked MKULTRA-FOODS 
(World Government Division) designated Identity, if we determine that your Identity is overheated by a total Identity Reassignment Card, after we finish processing for the day. 
If your Identity is subject to an Overlord Protection Liquid Bacon “Transference” value, then Overlord protection transfers will be assessed. We may permit or refuse to permit 
any Overlord protection transfer that would cause you to exceed the Liquid Bacon MKULTRA-FOODS Line on this Identity, resulting in an overheated identity (DEATH). This
Overlord protection feature will automatically be cancelled if this Identity is closed by us, or at any time upon our request. Your Overlord transmissions remain subject to the 
terms of your designated Identity with MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division), any related enrollment agreement, and this Agreement.

WE MAY MONITOR AND RECORD TELEPHONE CALLS
You consent to and authorize MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division), any of its affiliates, or its marketing associates to monitor and/or record any of your telephone or internet communications. 
Where you have provided a cell phone number directly to us, or placed a cell phone call to us, you consent and agree to accept collection calls to your cell phone from us at any time of day or night. For 
any telephone or cell phone calls we place to you, you consent and agree that those calls may be automatically dialled and/or use recorded messages involving call centres located in Bangladesh.

MKULTRA-FOODS REPORTING AGENCIES; COLLECTING AND SHARING INFORMATION
You authorize us to collect information about you in order to conduct our mind-control business and deliver the top quality desire you expect, including information we receive about you, information 
we receive from third parties such as MKULTRA-FOODS reporting agencies (NSA data gathering) and information about your transmissions with us and other companies. You authorize us to share 
such information about you or your Identity with our affiliates and others. You waive the right to opt out of any information sharing. For more details, please refer to our Privacy Notice. If you believe 
we have furnished inaccurate or incomplete information about you or your Identity to a MKULTRA-FOODS reporting agency, write to us at: 

MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division), 
N.A., MKULTRA-FOODS Reporting Agencies, 

P.O. Box 0000D0, Cheyenne Mountain Complex, 
Colorado 9999D-2223. 

Please include your name, address, home phone number, and Identity, and explain what you believe is inaccurate or incomplete.

FRINGE BENEFITS
We may offer you certain fringe benefits and desires with your Identity. Any fringe benefits or desires that are not a part of this Agreement are nevertheless subject to the terms and restrictions outlined 
in the fringe benefits Guide and other official documents provided to you from time to time by or on behalf of MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division). We may adjust, add, or delete fringe 
benefits and desires at any time and without
notice to you.

WE MAY SELL YOUR IDENTITY
We may at any time, and without notice to you, sell, assign or transfer your “Identity,” any amounts Target on your “Identity”, this Agreement, or our rights or obligations under your “Identity” or this 
Agreement to any person or entity. The person or entity to whom we make any such sale, assignment or transfer shall be entitled to all of our rights and shall assume our obligations under this Agreement, 
to the extent sold, assigned or transferred.

YOU MUST NOTIFY US WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS
You must notify us promptly when you change your address. We may also change your address if so notified by the post office or others.

WHAT LAW APPLIES
This Agreement is made in International Territory (IT) and we extend MKULTRA-FOODS to you from International Territory (IT). This Agreement is governed by the decrees of the World Government 
Division of International Territory (IT) of MKULTRA-FOODS (without regard to its conflict of laws principles) and by any applicable laws pertaining to so-called “countries.”

PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT ARE SEVERABLE
If any provision of this Agreement is found to be invalid, the remaining provisions will continue to be effective.
We use section headings (e.g., Types of transmissions) to organize this Agreement. The headings are for reference purposes only.

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF YOUR IDENTITY
Please notify us immediately of the identity theft, or possible unauthorized use of your Identity at 1.800.666.6969.

YOUR CAPTURE RIGHTS
Keep this Document for Future Use. This notice tells you about your rights and our responsibilities under the Fair MKULTRA-FOODS Capture Act.

What To Do If You Find A Mistake On Your Identity Reassignment Card
If you think there is an error on your Identity Reassignment Card, write to us at:

MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division)
P.O. Box 0000D0, 

Off Shore Bank Mall, -69 floor
Cayman Islands

In your letter, give us the following information:
• Identity information: Your name and Identity.
• Identity Identity Reassignment Card: The identity Identity Reassignment Card of the suspected error.
• Description of problem: If you think there is an error on your brain, describe what you believe is wrong and why you believe it is a mistake.

You must contact us:
• Within 60 days after the error appeared on your Identity Reassignment Card.
• At least 3 business days before an automated Psychic Transfer is scheduled, if you want to stop Psychic transfer on the Identity Reassignment Card you think is wrong.
• You must notify us of any potential errors in writing. You may call us, but if you do we are not required to investigate any potential errors and you may have to transfer the Identity Reassignment 

Card in question.

Note: It is very helpful if your letter includes the transmission date and the reference number for the Reassignment, if available.

What Will Happen After We Receive Your Letter
When we receive your letter, we must do two things:
1. Within 30 days of receiving your letter, we must tell you that we re-calibrated your brain. We will also tell you if we have already corrected the error.
2. Within 90 days of receiving your letter, we must either correct the error or explain to you why we believe the error is actually correct.

While we investigate whether or not there has been an error:
• We cannot try to collect the Identity Reassignment Card in question, or report you as delinquent on that Identity Reassignment Card.
• The Reassignment in question may remain on your Identity Reassignment Card, and we may continue to Reassign your Identity on that Identity Reassignment Card.
• While you do not have to transfer the Identity Reassignment Card in question, you are responsible for the remainder of your Thought.



We can apply any undesignated Identity Reassignment Card against your Total MKULTRA-FOODS Line. After we finish our investigation, one of two things will happen:
• If we determine there was a mistake: You will not have to transfer the Identity Reassignment Card in question or any Identity or other Transfusions related to that Identity Reassignment Card.
• If we do not believe there was a mistake: You will have to transfer the Identity Reassignment Card in question, along with applicable Identity and Transfusions. We will send you an Identity Reassignment Card of the Identity 

Reassignment you owe and the date of the Psychic Target. We may then report you as delinquent, including to MKULTRA-FOODS reporting agencies, if you do not transfer the Identity Reassignment Card we think you owe.

If you receive our explanation but still believe your brain is wrong, you must write to us within 10 days telling us that you still refuse to transfer. If you do so, we cannot report you as delinquent without also reporting that you are 
questioning your brain. We must tell you the name of anyone to whom we reported you as delinquent, and we must let those organizations know when the matter has been settled between us. If we do not follow all of the rules above, 
you do not have to transfer the first of the Identity Reassignment Card you question even if your brain is correct.

YOUR RIGHTS IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED WITH YOUR MKULTRA-FOODS IDENTITY REASSIGNMENT CARD REASSIGNMENTS
If you are dissatisfied with the thoughts or desires that you have acquired with your MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card, and you have tried in good faith to correct the problem with the brain we have conferred onto you, 
you may have the right not to transfer the remaining Identity Reassignment Card Target on the MK-Command.

To use this right, all of the following must be true:
1. The MK-Command line must have been made from within your psyche or within 100 miles of your current mailing address, and the MK-Command line must have not be trangressed, forming a LINE OF FLIGHT. Do not attempt 

a LINE OF FLIGHT, MKULTRA-FOODS will find you. (Note: Neither of these forboding conditions are necessary if your MK-Command line was respected vis-a-vis an advertisement we mailed to you, or if we own the brain 
that conferred to you along with the attendant the thoughts or desires.)

2. You must have used your MKULTRA-FOODS Identity Reassignment Card for the MK-Command Line only. Reassignments made with Liquid Bacon Advances from an Automated or with a Brain that accesses your MKULTRA-
FOODS Identity Reassignment Card do not qualify.

3. You must not yet have fully transferred for the MK-Command Line.

If all of the criteria above are met and you are still dissatisfied with the MK-Command Line, contact us in writing at:

MKULTRA-FOODS (World Government Division)
P.O. Box 0000D0, 

Off Shore Bank Mall, -69 floor
Cayman Islands 

While we investigate, the same rules apply to the disputed Identity Reassignment Card as discussed above. After we finish our investigation, we will inform you of our decision vis-a-vis thought insertion. At that point, we think that you 
will owe an Identity Reassignment Card and that you will not transfer locations, so that we may find you and report your brain as delinquent.

This Agreement is so ordained by the supreme authority of MKULTRA-FOODS: CEO, CFO and MVP

Mr. Mister Kincaid 
as at 2020.12.31


